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Helpful to think of Northeastern Sri Lanka as a 
frontier (cf. Turner, Kopytoff, Wittfogel)

Attempts at ruling and pacifying the frontier 
may reproduce causes of conflict 

Sri Lanka: the national picture disguises the 
country’s most serious challenges

This talk in a nutshell

Frontier integration involves many parallel - and 
partly contradictory - processes. 



Sri Lanka’s northeastern frontier in a snapshot maps

Colonial rule (1806) The Dry Zone Irrigation + settlement 
schemes (1950s-1980s)

Insurgency  
(1980s-2009)



Trincomalee District



The Special Economic Zone!
in Sampur

The travelling technology of Asian SEZs

Not your average special zone

- Managing integration through a zone of exemption. 
- Attracting  foreign flows while protect the inside.

Discourse of occupation and militarization,  
rather than integration

- Formerly an LTTE hub. 
- Then a High Security Zone.
- Tamil population not allowed to return. 
- Resistance and protest.

Economic activity not taking off

Three examples: 
1. Special Economic Zone!
2. Settlement schemes 
3. Increased circulation



Settlement schemes

Long history of settlement politics

Sinhala “frontiermen” holding the  
territory during the war 

Marrying “hydraulic nationalism”  
with modernist development

Taps into ethnic demography:  
“colonization” schemes

Weli Oya/Manal Aru as the last and  
most controversial: bisecting “Tamil Eelam”

Several counter-forces

Consolidating the frontier after the war

Internationalised Tamil protest against  
Sinhala colonization

Economic forces: Sinhala surplus population  
struggles to survice

Three examples: 
1. Special Economic Zone 
2. Settlement schemes!
3. Increased circulation



Increased circulation

A region largely cut off from  
the world during the  …

… suddenly opening up  
after the defeat of the LTTE 

Increased circulation:  
- no more curfews, checkpoints,security threats. 
- new roads and bridges. 
- cell phone network and internet.

Three examples: 
1. Special Economic Zone 
2. Settlement schemes 
3. Increased circulation

Moral anxiety about new influences 
- People from the outside with “impure” habits. 
- Faltering authority of local institutions. 
- Youth hanging out. 
- New spaces for religious conversion.

Cross-ethnic and can’t be blames on the 
government



Conclusions

Long historical trajectories, but centrally about 
the nature of the war’s end game

Development efforts and integration produce 
ambivalent results: improved welfare and re-
entrenched conflict

Recent elections and hope for the future? 
Too early to say

Not all good things come together


